1. Install the Night Raider light wherever you desire.

2. Locate the power circuit for your brake lights. Connect the red wire on the Night Raider to the 12V (+) wire on your brake lights. Then connect the black wire on the Night Raider to the 12V (-) wire on your brake lights.

3. Connect the yellow security wire to 12V (-) wire to any other ground source. THE YELLOW WIRE MUST BE GROUNDED FOR THE NIGHT RAIDER TO WORK!

Use as Brake Light

Determine which is the positive and ground wire connected to any brake light. Connect the corresponding Night Raider wire to each. Make sure you also connect the Yellow wire to ground (-).

Install Without Security System Integration

1. Install the Night Raider light wherever you desire.

2. Locate the power circuit for your brake lights. Connect the red wire on the Night Raider to the 12V (+) wire on your brake lights. Then connect the black wire on the Night Raider to the 12V (-) wire on your brake lights.

3. Connect the yellow security wire to 12V (-) wire to any other ground source. THE YELLOW WIRE MUST BE GROUNDED FOR THE NIGHT RAIDER TO WORK!

Install as Security System Indicator

1. Install the Night Raider in whatever location you choose.

2. Determine if your security system has an auxiliary connection for an “alarm active indicator”. The connection must provide a constant ground connection for best results.

3. Connect the Red Power Wire to 12V (+) and the Black Power Wire to 12V (-)/Ground, then connect the Yellow Wire to your security wire.